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1. DESCRIPTION OF THE RESEARCH TOPIC, MAIN OBJECTIVES
The rapid development of industry (especially the plastics, automotive and
aerospace industries) requires the increasing of macro- and micro-geometric
accuracy of surface quality; furthermore, the need for mass production and
environmental awareness necessitates the development of productive technological processes, which is also true for finishing processes. In recent decades,
a number of cutting and other material removal processes have been developed to increase the dimensional, shape and position accuracy of the geometric elements of parts, to improve the roughness of the surfaces created and to
increase the service life too. In addition, it is very important to remove the
material as efficiently as possible, including the burr which generated during
the machining. Nowadays, in addition to adaptive technologies that do not
involve material removing, there is a great emphasis on finishing technologies,
such as ball burnishing, which can be classified as cold plastic forming.
Ball burnishing is a cold plastic forming fine surface treatment technology
without material removing that is widespread worldwide, which can improve
the surface quality. In the process, one or more balls or rollers are rolled on the
surface to be rolled at a uniform speed by pressing on the workpiece with a
defined force. It is most often used for cylindrical parts, but several measurement results suggest that a flat surface can also be rolled with good results by
magnetic field. One of the types of this is the internationally patented permanent Magnetic Assisted Ball Burnishing (MABB) in Hungary [1]. Since the
burnishing force is provided by the magnetic field, the peculiarity of the process lies in the relative simplicity of the tool. The tool is designed to concentrate the magnetic force in the machining zone, just like the widely known
Magnetic Assisted Finishing (MAF) tool [2], except that the polishing grains
are replaced by burnishing balls. With the help of the MABB tool e.g. immediately after milling, it can also be performed in one pass on the same machine,
thus significantly reducing machining time and cost. The main goal of my
doctoral research was to explore the experimental application possibilities of
the available MABB tool (Fig. 1) and to optimize the related technological parameters, as well as to investigated the micro- and macro-geometric characteristics of the burnished surfaces and the surface hardening.
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Fig.1.Elements of MABB tool

The specific objectives of my research activity, in points, were the following:
i. The primary goal is to investigate the technological parameters of the given
MABB tool (Fig. 1) and to optimize them for surface characteristics.
ii. Due to its design, the tool is suitable for ball burnishing with similar strategies which used when milling on CNC machine. I experimentally investigate the effects of each strategy on surface quality.
iii. In the literature I have explored, the corrosion resistance of cylindrical surfaces after ball burnishing has been investigated, but I have not found a relevant study for flat surfaces, so I also perform corrosion tests.
iv. As all burnishing processes, after the MABB process the workpiece’s surface also can be hardening, so that, also important the examination of this.
It is just as important to know the value of the surface penetration after
MABB process, which is related to the hardening, the change of the fabric
structure and presumably also the flatness defect of the surface.
v. I examine the burnished surfaces from a tribological aspect based on the
Rsk, Rku, Rk, Rkv and Rpk parameters.
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vi. Due to the operation of the MABB which based on the magnetic force, it is
primarily effective only for magnetizable materials, but in my dissertation I
also develop a possible method for machining non-magnetizable materials.
vii. Finally, based on the research results, the experience gained in the meantime and the simulation studies, I further develop the existing tool.

2. STATE OF THE ART, RESEARCH METHODS
With the fine-surface, cold plastic forming machining, we want to sufficiently modify the microgeometry of the technical surfaces after cutting, thus
reducing the roughness, increasing the service life and operational reliability.
This process is more effective than cutting in many respects, as it effectively
improves the surface roughness as well as other properties of the surface layer
without heat treatment or coating [3].The different technological solutions of
mechanical surface improvement technologies differ in the relative displacement of the working surfaces and the tool, so they can be distinguished [3]:
 diamond burnishing [4-8],
 shot burnishing [9] and
 ball or roller burnishing.

2.1. Technology of ball burnishing
Ball burnishing capable to hardening and to reduce surface roughness on
flat, outer and inner cylindrical surfaces. In the process, a spherical or rollershaped tool, which is much harder than the material, pressed to the surface
with a certain force (50…20000 N) and rolled down. The rolling force can be
generated by a prestressed spring, a magnet, a hydraulic or pneumatic cylinder [10-11]. The pressed burnishing tool Hertz contact stress in the upper
boundary layer at the contact point. If this stress is greater than the yield point
of the material, a material start to flow near the surface and the tool will push
the plasticized material in front of it as a wave, while also preventing its backflow. If the process does not take place, that material cannot be burnished. But
if it works, the surface’s plastically deformed zone is compacted, and the surface’s peaks (protrusions) partially flow into the adjacent valleys. The resulting
smooth surface is not only created because the peaks of roughness irregularities bend into the trenches (a widely accepted, but false assumption), but also
because the material deforms and flows on the surface of the workpiece, thus
filling the trenches, improving the surface roughness and increasing its hardness [12].
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Ball burnishing is influenced by a number of factors and parameters, the effect of which may also depend on the applied burnishing process, so many
studies optimize the parameters and investigate their effects on each other [1314].
Maheshwari and Gawande (2017) presented the appearing frequency of
burnishing speed, feed, and force in the literature [15].
Based on my preliminary research, I consider these three parameters to be
indeed important, but note that the survey does not reflect the importance of
the full range of variables. For example, the decrease in surface roughness is
greatly influenced by the initial (original) roughness as well as the radius of
the burnishing tool, but probably not to the same extent and nature [10,
16].The number of burnishing passes and the burnishing force also have a
large effect on the surface roughness. It is important to know that there is an
optimum for these, because too much burnishing force and too many burnishing passes can cause surface damage [10, 17, 18].
Based on the reported results, it can be stated that it is difficult to determine
which variables have the greatest effect, mainly aware that the surface roughness can reduce to one tenth of the initial value, in the knowledge that surface
roughness can be reduced to one tenth of the initial value by surface rolling,
and the hardness of the surface hardened by rolling can be varied between 240
and 320 HV, it can also be varied in a layer thickness of about 0.2…10 mm [5].
In addition to the improvement of the surface due to burnishing, other beneficial effects can also be observed. Salahshoor et al (2017) investigated the
possibility of increasing the corrosion resistance of a cylindricalMgCa0,8 alloy
by ball burnishing. The need for this study is justified by the very rapid corrosion of magnesium-calcium alloy (which have very good property among implants) in the human body. According to their results, in contrast to the machined specimens, much less and more evenly distributed corrosion occurred
on the ball burnished specimens, but with an excessive increase in the rolling
force, more and more corrosion occurred on the specimens [19].Similar results
were obtained for steel C45 by Hryniewicz and Rokosz (2005) [20].
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2.2. Magnetic Assisted Machining (MAM) technologies
The special feature of MAM technologies is that the required force for machining is provided by the magnetic field force which created between the
workspace and tool, which allows a cylindrical, flat, free-form surface and all
surfaces that can be polished or deburred. The MAM technologies in many
times suitable for so special process that would not be possible with other
methods.
Among of the various MAM technologies, which can be found in the international scientific literature, the magnetic polishing (MAF or MAP [21]) method is the closest to my research, because based on the basics of this technology,
have been developed the MABB toll [22].
Considering the characteristics of each MAM technology, I made a grouping
(Table 2-1), based on polishing, deburring and ball burnishing are working
with the magnetic force.
Table2-1: Possibilities of MAM technologies
Process

Shape of the
workpiece
cylindrical

Polishing

flat
curved surface
hole

Deburring
outer surface

Ball burnishing

cylindrical
flat

Magnetic property
of the workpiece
magnetizable
non-magnetizable
magnetizable
non-magnetizable
magnetizable
non-magnetizable
magnetizable
non-magnetizable
magnetizable
non-magnetizable
magnetizable
non-magnetizable
magnetizable
non-magnetizable

Type of magnetic force
Permanent
Electromagnet
magnet
[23] [24]
[25] [26]
[27][28]
[29][30]
[31][32]
[33][34]
[35] [36]
[37][38]
[39][40]
[41] [42]
[43][44]
[45][46]
[47] [48]
[49][50]
[51] [52]
[53][54]
[55] [S1]
[56] [57]
[S2] [S3]
[S4] [S5]
[58] [22]
[S6]
-

Based on the Table 2-1, it can be seen that in some cases MAM technology is
not yet available, and currently only that magnetic assisted ball burnishing
tool capable to burnish flat surface which I used in my Ph.D. dissertation.
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3. SUMMARY OF THE RESEARCH AND DESCRIPTION OF
THESES
3.1. Optimization of the technological parameters of MABB technology
The roughness property of burnished surfaces is affected by several variables. In the case of MABB tool, the distance h between the workpiece and the
tool plays an important role. In addition, in my research, the feed rate (vf), the
rolling speed (vb) and the initial surface roughness (pre.Ra) were optimized for
efficiency.
3.1.1. Effect of the “h” distance between tool and workpiece on burnishing force
Value of the burnishing force depends on several parameters.
When using the MABB tool, the density and shape of the magnetic flux lines
passing through the workpiece and the balls have an indirect effect on the
burnishing force, so it is depends on i) the diameter of the burnishing ball (dg),
ii) the magnetic field (H) and its spatial distribution, iii) the material composition and design of the tool elements and iv) the distance between the tool and
the workpiece (h).
Dr. János Kodácsy (2011) in their research optimized the diameter of burnishing ball in terms of the maximum burnishing force under similar conditions to mine, which I accept, I will continue my experiments with the optimal
Ø16 mm ball size [59].
The key element in the interaction between the balls and the tool is the
wedge effect. Must be considered for measurements and calculations, the design of the tool and the forces acting on the burnishing balls.
To write the necessary equations, I used the tool model and vector diagram
in Fig. 2.
Bronze
bushing
Ball

Tool
cone

Workpiece

Fig.2. Schematic diagram of the MABB tool with indication of force vectors
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In magnetizable materials, the induction lines of the permanent magnet,
largely due to the toll design, passing through the end of the cone, increasing
the gradient and attracting the balls towards the centre of the MABB tool with
Fr force, resulting the Fnw compressive force, which is a component of the Fz
burnishing force.
I have to note that the burnishing force also includes the Fmw attraction force,
which resulting from the magnetization of the workpiece and the ball. The Fnw
force plays important role of the balls rolling on the surface of the workpiece.
In case of non-magnetizable materials, the Fmw force cannot be generated,
when the balls do not rotate, but adhere to the tool cone. Deterioration of the
workpiece surface can then be expected. The Fnw force can be calculated by the
equation (1).
𝐹𝑟
𝐹𝑛𝑤 =
(1)
tan 𝛼𝑘
Where: αk is the angle of the tool cone(°), which is at distances between
h=8.6… 10 mm, where the ball is in contact with the tool at the junction of the
bronze mantle and the tool cone due to sharpening at α k=36.5°, while the tool
cone angle αk=28°, bronze mantle αk=45°.
The values of the measured Fr force at different h distances (using the optimal Ø16 mm ball) and the results of the calculation are given in Table 3-1, in
which (due to the 4 balls in the tool) the approximate value of the total compressive force is 4 · Fnw.
Table 3-1: The values of Fr and Fnw forces depending on h
Tool-workpiece Attraction due to Tool cone Compressive force Compressive force
distance,
magnetism,
angle,
acting on a ball, acting on four ball,
h (mm)
Fr (N)±5 N
αk (°)
Fnw(N) ±5 N
4·Fnw(N)±20 N
4
21
At this h, the balls no longer lie on the cone, so
5
27
equation (1) cannot be interpreted here.
6
35
7
36
45°
21
83
8
39
45°
39
156
9
43
36,5°
58
232
10
49
28°
91
364
11
44
28°
83
331

From the measurement data in Table 3-1, the greatest effect of the wedge effect on the Fnw compressive force component is in the immediate vicinity of
h=10 mm (the given geometric and magnetic conditions).
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The burnishing force was also determined by measuring by a KISTLER
9125A24 rotary force and torque meter, which was installed in a NCT Tomill
250 type CNC milling machine. For the measurements, I set the sampling
speed of the force meter to 500 Hz and the measuring range to -400…700 N.I
performed verification force measurements on the rotating force meter before
starting the experiments. On the table of the milling machine I attached a
250×150×40 mm C45 steel plate, which I approached at a given distance h with
the tool during the measurement and then I placed the rolling balls one by one.
Results of the measurement are shown in Fig. 3, where Fz=4·(Fnw + Fmw), that
is the full burnishing force of the tool. As the diagram shows, a negative attractive force is generated between the tool and the workpiece before the balls are
inserted, because only the NdFeB magnet in the tool and the workpiece are
attracted to each other.
With the gradual insertion of the balls, the negative attractive force changes
to a positive value, indicating that the balls are pushing the workpiece due to
the wedge action.

Fig. 3.The magnetic force depending on the tool distance

According to Fig. 3, the maximum burnishing force can be measured when
h=10 mm between the tool and the workpiece, then the burnishing force is
Fz=350±10 N.
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Comparing this result with the data in Table 3-1, it can be stated that there is
only a little difference between the measured and calculated values in the
range h=10…11 mm.
The determination of the optimal h distance for the maximum burnishing
force, I formulated the following new scientific findings:
Thesis 1: For the experiment used permanent magnetic ball burnishing
tool’s Fz= 4·(Fnw + Fmw) burnishing force is significantly depends on the h
distance between the workpiece and the face of the tool. There is an optimal
h distance for the maximum burnishing force, which can be determined by
measurement and calculation too.
i. It can also be proved by measurements and calculations that the Fz burnishing force is primarily a function of the magnitude of the Fnw compressive force due to the wedge effect.
ii. The Fmw force passing through the balls and acting in the direction of the
workpiece, ensures the burnishing of magnetizable workpieces. Its size is
not significant in terms of burnishing force, but its existence is essential
for the continuity of the burnishing process.
iii. For the permanent magnetic burnishing tool, in case of C45 carbon steel,
the hopt=10 mm.
Own publications related to the first thesis: [S5] and [S6].
3.1.2. Effect of revolution on the burnishing force
For safety reasons, the tool did not rotate during the above described measurement. Centrifugal force is a problem when measuring with a rotating tool,
which can significantly reduce the burnishing force. That is why, this experiment is also important in order to get information about the rotational speed at
which we can work efficiently and safely with the MABB tool.
For the measurement, the tool was set to the distance h=10 mm, which results the highest burnishing force, and its rotational speed was continuously
increased from 0 rpm to 1400 rpm in 25 seconds.
Based on the measurement’s results, the burnishing force decreases from
Fz=340±10 N to Fz=280±10 N, which results in a maximum burnishing reduction of 25% compared to the measured value with the stationary tool.
Consequently, I conclude that the tool can be used safely up to 1400 rpm. In
practice, the cold-forming surface improvement technologies were used by a
low speed range (vb=30…80 m/min, n=200…550 rev for the given tool), but the
usability of the tool is not limited by the use of any higher speed.
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3.1.3. Optimal technological parameters in terms of burnishing force
The optimal values of the technological parameters and the effect of each
factor were determined by Taguchi experimental design method in Minitab
17® statistical software. I chose L9 (34) as the type of experiment (Table 3-2).
Table 3-2: Experimental design matrix based on the Taguchi method
No. of
experiment
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

A - vb (m/min)
20
20
20
40
40
40
60
60
60

Factors
B- vf (mm/min)
25
50
75
25
50
75
25
50
75

C–h (mm)
8,5
11,5
10,0
11,5
10,0
8,5
10,0
8,5
11,5

D - pre. Ra (µm)
0,950
0,672
1,105
1,105
0,950
0,672
0,672
1,105
0,950

During of the experiment, I measured the value of the burnishing force (Fz)
and started the measurement with an air tool that did not come into contact
with the workpiece. Also, here I got the highest rolling force at h=10 mm.
As an evaluation, I performed an S/N analysis to investigate the achievement of the highest burnishing force, so that I used the larger is the better
(S/N)L formula [60].The initial pre. Ra surface roughness was omitted from the
analysis, as its effect is not relevant for burnishing force.
Based on my experimental results about the measurement of burnishing
force, I formulate my second scientific thesis:
Thesis 2: During of the magnetic assisted ball burnishing process, due to the
centrifugal force on the burnishing balls, the Fz burnishing force is decreases with the increasing tool rotational speed.
i. As the rotational speed increases, the burnishing force of C45 carbon
steel decreases slightly and monotonically, its value is Fz=280±10 N at
n=1400 rpm (vb=220 m/min), which is a maximum of 25% deviation compared to the stationary tool’s value.
ii. It can be stated that in the examined ranges, the rolling force has the
greatest effect on the h distance among the technological parameters, followed by the rolling speed (vb) and then the feed speed (vf).
Magnetic assisted ball burnishing is one of a cold-forming processes, and for
this the accepted rolling speed is vb=30…80 m/min in the practice, so its means
a range of n=200…550 rpm for the experiments used MABB tool, therefore the
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developed tool and technology, in practice, can be used over the entire speed
range and can even be used effectively in addition.
Own publications related to the second thesis: [S5] and [S6.]
3.1.4. Optimum process parameters in terms of surface roughness
Knowledge of the effect of technological parameters in terms of surface
quality is essential for the proper use of the MABB tool.
The experiment was performed on the basis of Taguchi method, the orthogonal table described in Table 3-2.In order to accurately see the effect of each
factor on the roughness, I separately examined i) the measured (absolute) Ra
surface roughness and ii) the extent of their improvement compared to the
initial (milled) surface roughness. During of the experiments I also examined
the effect of the characteristics of the starting surface on the surface quality
after burnishing, when I gave the values of the roughness improvement in µm
and% (I consider the surface before rolling to be 100%), the results are shown
in Table 3-3.
Table 3-3: Ra roughness values and extent of improvement of burnished surfaces
No. of
exp.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Ra surface
roughness before
burnishing, (µm)
0,950
0,672
1,105
1,105
0,950
0,672
0,672
1,105
0,950

Ra surface
roughness after
burnishing, (µm)
0,159
0,351
0,580
0,127
0,256
0,445
0,159
0,235
0,204

Improvement of
Ra surface
roughness, (µm)
0,7791
0,321
0,525
0,978
0,694
0,227
0,513
0,870
0,746

Improvement
of Ra surface
roughness, (%)
597,5
191,4
190,5
870,1
371,1
151,7
422,6
470,2
465,7

To determining the factors that result the greatest roughness reduction, I
used Taguchi's larger is the better (S/N)L formula, while in the evaluation of
low surface roughness the goal is to achieve the lowest surface roughness, so
that I used the smaller is the better(S/N)S formula[60].
Based on the measurement method and results described in this chapter, I
have made the following new scientific findings:
Thesis 3: For the research used magnetic assisted ball burnishing toll on
structural steel (e.g. C45), the h distance between the tool and the workpiece
has the smallest effect on the Ra surface roughness and its ΔRa change, in
the narrow range between h=10±1.5 mm.
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However, the effect of the change of other technological parameters are significant, in this respect, the following findings can be made:
i.

Achieving a small Ra surface roughness is primarily influenced by the
feed rate (vf), secondly by the burnishing speed (vb), thirdly by the initial milled surface roughness (pre.Ra) and fourthly by the distance between the tool and the workpiece (h). The optimum point for the lowest
Ra surface roughness under the given experimental conditions:
vb=60 m/min; vf =25 mm/min; h=11,5 mm and pre.Ra=0,950 µm
setting means if the experiments are vb=20; 40; 60 m/min, vf =25; 50;
75 mm/min, pre.Ra=0,672; 0,950; 1,105 µm and h=8,5; 10,0; 11,5 mm interpreted in parameter ranges.

ii.

The improvement of the large ΔRa roughness is primarily influenced
by the initial milled surface roughness (pre. Ra), secondly to the feed
rate(vf), and thirdly to the rolling speed (vb)and fourthly by the distance
between the tool and the workpiece (h).The optimum point for the highestΔRa surface roughness improvement under the given experimental
conditions:
vb=60 m/min ; vf =25 mm/min ; h=11,5 mm ; pre.Ra=1,105 µm
setting means if the experiments are vb=20; 40; 60 m/min, vf =25; 50;
75 mm/min, pre.Ra=0,672; 0,950; 1,105 µm and h=8,5; 10,0; 11,5 mm interpreted in parameter ranges.

Based on the measured results, the change of the optimal h distance belonging
to the highest burnishing force has the least effect on the surface roughness, so
it was confirmed that the x-y direction moving tool, but it not necessary to
moving in the axial direction so it is suitable for burnishing harmonically variable surfaces with highest and lowest points the distance between is 0…3 mm.
Own publications related to the third thesis: [S1], [S3] and [S8].

3.2. Effects of burnishing strategies
During the experiment, I used Adaptive, Cycloid, Circular, Zig-zag, Straight
line, and Stepping-swinging strategies.
The used technological parameters are the same for each strategy were used
(vb=40 m/min, vf =50 mm/min and h=10 mm), thus ensuring the comparability.
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3.2.1. Burnishing strategies effects of tribological properties
I examined the Rpk (reduced peak height), Rk (core roughness along), Rvk
(reduced valley depth), Rsk (skewness), negative value is favourable and Rku
(kurtosis), less than 3 value is favourable).Common to these parameters is that
they are used to characterize tribological surfaces.
The structure of the burnished surfaces is different and extensive depending
on the direction, so the roughness measurement was performed in two directions. One measurement was performed with the commonly used method
parallel to the machining/travel direction (perpendicular to scratches) [61],
while the other measurement was made perpendicular to the machining direction (parallel to scratches) with a Mitutoyo SV-C 3100 roughness tester.
Overall, in the experiment used strategies have a tribologically beneficial effect on the surface. In the strategies’ experiments, based on the following new
scientific findings:
Thesis 4: For the research used magnetic assisted ball burnishing toll application with different burnishing strategies (adaptive, cycloid, circular, zigzag and stepping-swinging) has positive effect on the Rsk (skewness) and
Rku (kurtosis) for tribological hybrid parameters. The burnishing strategies
also have a beneficial effect on the Ra surface roughness, e.g. it can be further improved the roughness compared to the straight-line strategy.
i.

ii.

From tribological point of view, (in case of C45 steel) among the investigated burnishing strategies (adaptive, cycloid, circular, straight
line, zig-zag and stepping-swinging), the cycloid trajectories along the
axis are the most favourable,
Rsk= -0,636 µm; Rku=2,702 µm; Ra=0,076 µm
if the technological parameters: vb=40 m/min, vf =50 mm/min,
pre.Ra=0,950 µm and h=10 mm.
In tribological aspect, burnishing strategies are only appropriate in
parallel travel direction. The Ra surface roughness in the perpendicular
direction are favourable, but the values of the Rku hybrid indicator
number are greater than 3, so the use of sliding elements moving in this
direction is not advantageous.
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Magnetic assisted ball burnishing able to trigger the grinding and hand scraping (e.g. for sliding lines) if the form and position accuracy of the surface is
within the prescribed limits.
Own publications related to the fourth thesis: [S2], [S3], [S4], [S7] and [S8].
3.2.2. Burnishing strategies effects of penetration
Knowledge of the dimensional change due to penetration (penetration of
balls) is essential for ball burnishing.
In my experiments, I used a MarSurf XCR20 CT200M surface roughness
tester to measure the penetration of milled and grinded surfaces after burnishing by measuring the untreated/unrolled and rolled surface in one session
with the surface tester’s probe.
To determine the flatness error, I used a Mitutoyo Crystal Apex C544 coordinate measuring machine and measured the already described burnished
surfaces with the strategies.
The used strategies for MABB process result in a 0.001… 0.002 mm deterioration in flatness error compared to the original milled surface.
Based on these scientific results, I formulated my fifth scientific thesis:
Thesis 5: It can be stated that the macro geometric characteristics (flatness
and dimensional accuracy) of the machined surface by the magnetic assisted
ball burnishing, do not change substantially compared to the machined
condition.
Own publication related to the fifth thesis: [S9].
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3.3. Effect of magnetic assisted ball burnishing on the corrosion
In the experiment, I rolled unalloyed C45 steel and investigated the possibilities to protect the surface against atmospheric corrosion or improve corrosion
resistance, thereby increasing the usability of a non-corrosion-resistant steel.
For the experiments, three different specimens with different surface
roughness were prepared, consisting of a grinded surface (Ra1=0.81 µm) and
two milled surfaces (Ra2=1.6 µm and Ra3=2.4 µm).
These samples were ball burnished on the basis of an experimental design
made by the L9 (34) Taguchi method, which contains the following factors: Ra
roughness of the pre-machined surface, pre. Ra (µm); burnishing feed, vf
(mm/min); burnishing speed, vb (m/min) and the width of the burnished area
(%).For the corrosion measurement I used a BioLogic SP-150 potentiostat, with
the help of it I was able to calculate the corrosion rate (CR) value.
Based on my experimental results about the corrosion measurement, I formulate my sixth scientific thesis:
Thesis 6: The corrosion resistance of flat non-alloy structural steels (e.g. C45)
can be improved by magnetic assisted ball burnishing.
i.

In terms of increasing the corrosion resistance, the burnishing feed
has the greatest effect, at a lower feed burnished flat surfaces have
higher corrosion resistance.

ii.

The investigated cycloid burnishing strategy has positive effect on
corrosion resistance.
Overall, MABB technology (under certain conditions) can be an effective tool
for short-term corrosion protection of surfaces, it prevents the onset of corrosion for a short time on the machine parts.
Own publication related to the sixth thesis: [S10].

3.4. Examination of the surface hardness after ball burnishing
During of the experiment next to the carbon steel also were burnished other
materials that are widespread in the industry or represent a relatively new
trend, thus, I rolled C45 structural steel, AA7075 aluminium alloy, and KO36
(X6CrNiTi1811) austenitic stainless steel.
The simple burnishing process was complicated by the fact that all workpieces, except C45, could not be magnetized, so in these cases, burnishing is
not feasible under standard conditions. In order to ensure the proper flux flow,
a Narex PERMG 110/200 type permanent magnetic table was placed under the
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specimens. In the experiment, in addition to the change of surface roughness, I
also examined the microhardness of the hardened layer.
Based on the results, I formulated the following new scientific thesis:
Thesis 7: The magnetic assisted ball burnishing process hardens the surface.
The hardness of carbon steel in the normal state (during of the experiment
was C45) and heat-treated aluminium alloy 7000 (during of the experiment
was AA7075 T6) can be increased by a maximum of 25% under the given
experimental conditions. The depth of the hardened layer is almost 0.2 mm
in case of C45 structural steel and AA 7075 T6 aluminium alloy too.
Technical design: It has been proven that non-ferromagnetic materials can
also be burnished with the proposed MABB technology using permanent
magnet(s) which placed under the workpiece. The allowable thickness of the
workpiece depends on the strength of the magnets, which limits the efficiency
of the process.
Own publications related to the fourth thesis: [S9] and [S11].

3.5. Edge rounding by the MABB tool
By the MABB tool, deburring/edge rounding can be performed in such a
way that the tool does not stop when it reaches the edge of the workpiece during the burnishing of the flat surfaces, but to some extent “overrun” it, thereby
rolling down the edge/burr, thus achieving the desired edge rounding and, in
some cases also deburring (Fig. 4).

4. Fig. Edge rounding process by MABB tool and parameters of the rounded edge
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During the research I measured the characteristic dimensions of the rounded edge (R, t and α) and the effect of the technological parameters with a Mitutoyo SV-C 3100 contour measuring machine. Size of r parameter has no role
in edge rounding, so my research did not cover it.
As an experimental design, I used Taguchi's L16 (43) (21) type experimental
design plan, to find the optimal technological parameters and the effects of
each factor to achieve the highest values of rounded edge’s parameters.
Overall, burnishing speed and feed play a major role in the formation of
edge rounding.
However, the evaluation also showed that the burnishing direction
(up/down) has the least effect on the formation of optimal edge rounding.
Based on these remarks, I formulated my eight scientific theses:
Thesis 8: The residual sharp edge after the face milling can be rounded on
one side of the workpiece by the magnetic assisted burnishing tool. This
rounded edge can be characterized by the radius of curvature R, the extent of
rounding t, and the tangent angle α. In case of C45 steel machining:
i. for R radius is primarily affected by the feed (vf),
ii. for t extent and the α angel are primarily affected by the burnishing speed
(vb).
Own publications related to the fourth thesis: [S1] and [S12].

4. EXPLOITATION OF ACHIEVEMENTS
The obtained experimental results during the research can also provide useful information for industry and science.
Due to the design of the MABB tool, it can be used in some cases more advantageously than the conventional burnishing which operation by spring or
hydraulic surface.
For this reason, I determined the h optimal distance for the required operation of the tool, from the results of the measurements, I came to the conclusion
that it can be used safely without axial movement of the tool on harmonically
changing surfaces, where the level change of the surface does not exceed
3 mm.
Based on my new scientific results, tribological surfaces can be created with
the MABB tool, where, in addition to good gliding and oil holding ability,
thanks to the edge-rounding, it is also possible to avoid peeling due to possible
tilting of the sliding elements. Further advantage would be that the corrosion
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resistance of the surfaces is a similarly positive property for free sliding conductors.
In the course of my research, as a result of the simulations in the magnetic
field, I designed a new tool prototype, which is equipped with more compact,
contains wear-resistant inserts as well as oil-conducting channels due to the
practical control of the magnetic fluxes and has a protective basket for safety.
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